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Abstract
Creation within man’s psyche is to be understood as a continuous process of realization of the primordial in the
contemporary times. The cosmic events that unfold in the Garden of Eden symbolically reflects man’s ever
emerging and expanding consciousness out of the primal depths, the duality within one’s psyche and the
challenges of leading a creative way of life. The paper revisits the myth of the Garden of Eden to unearth the
complexities of creation and consciousness.

Creation myths illustrate the genesis of human and cosmic existence. The primordial images of creation
reappear time and again in the human psyche as and when something new is being created pertaining to psychic
renewal or transforming life events. The Garden of Eden mentioned in the sacred narrative is not an ordinary
garden but a utopian paradisal one like the Greek Garden of Hesperides, the Western paradise of Buddhism, the
Elysian Fields etc. This paradisal garden “is the imagined locus of our beginning and end, the original matrix
and mandala of life, fed by underground sources of living waters” (Ronnberg, 2010, p. 146). For the faithful
always yearns to return to this original condition of being in a state of oneness with God in his divine care and
protection as it was in the beginning before the fall. In the Book of Revelation, St John describes the heavenly
vision of the restoration of Eden and a call to partake in the tree of life whose leaves are supposed to be the
“cure for the nations” (Revelation 22: 1-2; Ezekiel 47: 12). Although this return to the paradisal garden would
be a qualitatively different experience, for the “ideas and images representing infantilism at one stage of
development represent wisdom at another stage” (Edinger, 1992, p. 97).
Across different cultures and religions, garden symbolizes a sacred space wherein there is a greater possibility to
meet the divine. For example, the Garden of Gethsemane where Jesus prayed prior to his arrest and crucifixion.
Islam conceives of gardens as “states of bliss” and Allah is regarded as the “gardener.” Psychologically, it is that
sacred space within, where the mystical union of the ‘conscious self’ with the ‘unconscious source’ happens.
The quaternary arrangement of the garden with a tree, fountain or deity in the centre always reflects designs of
wholeness (Ronnberg, 2010, p. 146). The paradisal garden in several ways depicts “our fantasies of an
idealized inner space of potential wholeness and hidden design, or a preconscious state of innocence and
harmony” (Ronnberg, 2010, p. 146). That is why the scripture calls the ones who can enter through the gates
into the city and feed on the tree of life as ‘pure’ and ‘blessed’ (Revelation 22: 14-15). For the gates to one’s
inner sacred garden is hard to find and so requires ample conscious circumambulations around the garden wall,
before the gates to the inner garden is revealed. “Medieval Christianity projected on the Virgin Mother the soul
of the paradisal cosmic garden: inviolate, self-generating and contained” (Ronnberg, 2010, p. 146).
The creation of Heaven-Earth, Day-Night, Sea-Sky, Land-water, Sun-Moon, Fishes-Birds, Animals-Man, MaleFemale metaphorically depicts the pairs of opposites within the psyche just as Jung says, “there is no
consciousness without discrimination of opposites” (Jacobi, 1953, p. 29). So, in the creation myth, the
separation of opposites symbolizes the creation of conscious psyche that differentiates all and perceives the
individual entities.
GENESIS CHAPTER ONE
“And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep, while a wind from God
moved upon the face of the waters” (Genesis 1:2). Creation commences out of nothingness (‘Creatio Ex
Nihilo’), for God created it out of a void. Cosmogonic myth across different culture shares the idea of a preexistent God, by whom the world was created. For example, in Hindu mythology, Lord Vishnu sleeps on the
cosmic water, out of which all the differentiated phenomena and elements of the universe arise and back into
which they must again dissolve (Campbell, 1974, p. 7). The original condition of the earth and the heaven was
chaotic as darkness prevailed all over it (Genesis 1:2). Creation from chaos is a very common motif found in
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world mythologies. Marie-Louise von Franz elucidated it as “a natural result of our psyche experiencing its own
ego-consciousness coming into being as ‘world-becoming…’ our becoming aware of the world and the world
coming into existence are one and the same” (George, 2014, p.10). Our unconscious mind is chaotic and
undifferentiated in the sense that it does not have the concept of space, time or morality. These concepts hold
little importance to the realm of the unconscious. The primeval waters upon which the spirit of the God hovers
corresponds to the initial unconscious condition of the psyche. However, the dawning of consciousness (light)
brings order to the unconscious state of being. This archetypal image is experienced in the process of an infant’s
development into maturity and adulthood as well as “in the life of adults, such as when we wake up in the
morning from an unconscious state and order falls into place” (George, 2014, p. 10).
According to Joseph Campbell (1974, p. 313), our mind is likened to a water body rippled by wind. This wind is
the spirit/pneuma of God that moved upon the face of the water. The aim of yoga is to cause that wind to
subside so that a single clear image can appear in the stillness and Self can be realized. It is continually possible
to return to the original chaos and let the winds blow again as consciousness is ever emerging out of the
unconscious depths.
Marie-Louise von Franz writes, “human unconscious psyche is capable of a creatio ex nihilo; the unconscious
can suddenly produce a new impulse” (von Franz, 1995, p. 94). A new idea or archetype can get constellated in
the psyche and break through as the ‘Aha’ experience or ‘Eureka’ moment. Suddenly the light emerges like the
first act of creation when “God said, Let there be light” (Genesis 1:3) and the darkness is dispelled in such a
creative experience. Jung says, “Let there be light is the projection of that immemorial experience of the
separation of consciousness from the unconscious” (Jacobi, 1953, p. 35).
“God called the light Day, and the darkness he called Night. And the evening and the morning were the first
day” (Genesis 1:5). Creation of ‘time’ is immanent in all the cosmogonic myths. The creation of cosmos
establishes the world of spatial and temporal constraints.
After creating the heaven and the earth, God gathered the water onto one place and called it ‘sea’ and he called
the dry land ‘Earth.’ ‘Land’ is symbolic of consciousness whereas ‘sea’ refers to the unconscious. The division
of the water into dry land and the sea depicts the emerging ego-consciousness out of the primeval darkness of
the unconscious mind.
Further, God proceeded onto adorn the land by pronouncing it to “bring forth grass, herb yielding seed, and the
fruit tree yielding fruit after his kind, whose seed is in itself, upon the earth: and it was so” (Genesis 1: 11-12).
According to Philo, God created the universe with perfection, endowing it with sumptuous food and fodder for
the generations of species that were about to flock the earth. Every tree yielding fruits had seeds in it to serve the
continuity of production of similar fruits to fill the earth with prosperity and abundance till eternity, “for God
thought fit to endue nature with a long duration, making the races that he was creating immortal, and giving
them a participation in eternity. On which account he led on and hastened the beginning towards the end, and
caused the end to turn backwards to the beginning: for from plants comes fruit, as the end might come from the
beginning; and from the fruit comes the seed, which again contains the plant within itself, so that a fresh
beginning may come from the end” (Yonge, 1993, p. 22). In all its form, vegetation implies fecundity and cyclic
death and resurrection pertaining to the pattern of different seasons (winter and spring) and so the vegetation
rites across different regions intend to stimulate the cosmic forces in order to maintain this cycle of regeneration
of life (Cirlot, 1971, p. 359).
Similarly, God adorned the sky with sun, moon and stars to rule the day and night and be the reason for signs,
seasons, days and years (Genesis 1:14-18). Philo says that by the rising, setting and eclipses of these heavenly
bodies, “..man conjectures what is about to happen, the productiveness or unproductiveness of the crops, the
birth or loss of their cattle, fine weather or cloudy weather, calm and violent storms of wind, floods in the rivers
or droughts, a tranquil state of the sea and heavy waves, unusual changes in the seasons of the year…” (Yonge,
1993, p. 25). This relationship between man and the cosmos occupied the minds of great thinkers and mystics
across all ages suggesting a sort of interaction between psyche and matter. Man as an “image of universe or
universal existence” (Cirlot, 1971, p. 196) implies that the basic essence of man and the universe is the same and
their boundaries are obscure. Human consciousness is the microcosm in which the cosmic consciousness or the
macrocosm manifests itself. As Origen puts it rightly, “Understand that you are another world in miniature and
that in you are the sun, moon and also the stars” (Cirlot, 1971, p. 196). Expression of the world occurs in man’s
psyche and it is the unique disposition of each individual that determines how it will be manifested in the
conscious life.
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God proceeded on to fill the air with birds and water with aquatic animals and land with both domestic and wild
animals and blessed them with the gift of procreation but to none did he give the power of intellect and rational
thinking except man who was created in the end in the image and likeness of God. Man as an image of God does
not simply exalt his status but defines the essence of his nature in totality encompassing the polarities.
GENESIS CHAPTER TWO
God finished the work of creation and rested on the seventh day and consecrated it. Erich Fromm suggests that
this day has profound implications apart from its religious significance for the Jews. Since, work entails a state
of change or interference between man and the world around him as opposed to rest that involves tranquility
between him and nature. Therefore, day of rest is reserved for experiencing the natural and spontaneous,
absolute harmony of man in nature. By not working, one can get away from the order of change leading to the
creation of history and thus free himself from the temporal and spatial constraints and return to the paradisal
state of being (Cirlot, 1971, p.77).
Number seven is highly sacred and significant in the Judaeo-Christian tradition and appears throughout the Holy
Bible starting from the seven days of creation in the Book of Genesis (Genesis 2:2) to multiple imagery of seven
sets of things in the Book of Revelation. As a symbol of completion, number seven marks the milestone year in
the accomplishment of man’s physical growth and development spanning across ten periods of seven years each
from infancy to old age (Yonge, 1993, p. 33). The spiritual significance of the number ‘seven’ transcends
beyond our understanding of its importance in the Bible. It is that cosmic number which is formed by the union
of ‘three’ and ‘four’ thereby embodying both the spiritual and the temporal symbolizing the ‘wholeness’ or
‘totality’ we strive for (Fraim, 2003, p. 287).
Gnostics view the spirit or pneuma as the divine spark within the soul that yearns to unite with God so as to
restore the soul to its original oneness. Made out of mud—mixture of earth and water, man in his nascent state is
a mere matter or biological process that requires the breath of God (air) to assimilate the spiritual power. It is
this spiritual power lying latent in the human soul that ignites the minds of great mystics, saints and
philosophers to initiate the journey of understanding the soul and the world.
In the book ‘Works of Philo,’ Philo of Alexandria discusses the symbolism of paradise in the context of the
Genesis creation myth. The paradise or the ‘Garden of Eden’ as it is referred to in the Biblical context, is a place
thickly populated with every kind of tree including the tree of life and the tree of knowledge of good and evil,
symbolizing the creation of wisdom that is both human and divine and “… since it was proper, after the creation
of the world, to establish a contemplative system of life, in order that man, by the sight of the world and of the
things which are contained in it, might be able to attain to a correct notion of the praise due to the Father”
(Yonge, 1993, p. 1040). The creation of man with the potentiality to discern the good and the evil reflects the
opposites within him. Man is capable of both praise and reprimand, wisdom and folly, courage and cowardice,
justice and injustice, virtue and vice (Yonge, 1993, p. 28).
Philo describes the four rivers in the Garden of Eden as the four signs of virtues, “...Phison being the sign of
prudence; Gihon being the sign of sobriety, as having its employment in the regulation of meat and drink, and as
restraining the appetites of the belly, and of those parts which are below the belly, as being earthly; the Tigris
again is the sign of fortitude, for this it is which regulates the raging commotion of anger within us; and the
Euphrates is the sign of justice, since there is nothing in which the thoughts of men exult more than in justice”
(Yonge, 1993, p. 1042). In Catholicism too, these virtues are regarded very highly and the faithful is required to
practice it for one’s spiritual growth. Philo writes, “the way to wisdom is called philosophy (a word which
means the love or the pursuit of wisdom). And since the creative virtue is endued with philosophy, being both
philosophical and royal, so also the world itself is philosophical” (Yonge, 1993, p. 1055).
In the second chapter, Eve is created equal in status from one of Adam’s ribs (Genesis 2: 21). The Parental Pair
is the foundation of human relationships. Human relationships, it is to be accepted, in all its openness is no
longer confined to the tradition of man-woman intimacy based solely on physiology. Even divergence is rooted
in masculine and feminine characteristics. Creation, in spite of psychological orientations concerning sexuality,
is man-woman duality in principles and seeks each other for completion.
GENESIS CHAPTER THREE
God did not want man and woman to eat of the tree in the midst of the Garden because it was the fruit of
mortality (Genesis 3: 3). Carl Jung writes, “the biblical fall of man presents the dawn of consciousness as a
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curse and as a matter of fact, it is in this light that we first look upon every problem that forces us to greater
consciousness and separates us even further from the paradise of unconscious childhood” (Jacobi, 1953, p. 31).
Herein, Jung views the expulsion of Adam and Eve from the Garden of Eden, not as a curse but as a blessing of
transpiring consciousness and a separation from the undifferentiated, unconscious and ignorant state of being.
In the Garden of Eden, Satan provides the “initiative and dynamism...to bring about a new level of
development” (Edinger, 1992, p. 80). Temptations per se are a precursor to the expansion of consciousness.
According to Campbell, there were ophitic Christian sects in antiquity, worshipping the serpent of the garden as
the first appearance of the savior suggesting its correspondence to the Christ of the New Testament (Campbell,
1974, p. 296).
According to Edinger (1992), the concept of sin in Christian theology is equated with an inflation of ego.
Theological doctrines of sin, repentance, confession, penance and reconciliation psychologically depicts the
relation between the ego and the Self. If ego is in complete identification with the Self, then it is in a state of
inflation (sin). Adam and Eve had to first disobey God and later repent in order to be redeemed as “ego’s sin and
subsequent penalty are necessary to generate the flow of healing energy or grace from the Self” (Edinger, 1992,
p. 56). Ego should experience alienation before becoming the “vessel for the influx of grace” (Edinger, 1992,
p. 56) and thus the work of salvation begins, when man becomes conscious of his depravity.
Jung writes, “Catholics have a stillborn unconscious, because the church has already entirely formed, regulated
and squeezed the nature of the unconscious” (Jung, 1996, p. 80). Thus the collective psyche has been well
protected by the dogmas of the church, psychologically maintaining a dynamic harmony between the ego and
the Self. Jung always tried to analyze the Catholic patient with a catholic worldview that may or may not aid the
patient, depending on the personal meaning that the patient derives out of the dogmas, leading either to the way
of the light or to a hapless state of darkness and meaninglessness, in which case an alternative psychological
understanding is required. Jung says, “religious exercises are meditations according to church instruction; their
purpose is the rehearsal of the symbols of faith” (Jung, 1996, p.80).
In the Genesis account of the fall of man, it was Eve who was tempted by the serpent. There is a close
relationship between the woman and the serpent. Serpent being the instincts is more in touch with the feminine
aspect. In the context of Eve as the anima of Adam, she is portrayed as half woman and half serpent like
goddess Echidna in Greek mythology. Jung writes, “And that is the secret of the anima, human on the one side
and that most paradoxical and incomprehensible thing on the other. On the one side she is an inferior woman
with all the bad qualities of a merely biological woman, an intriguing and plotting devil who always tries to
entangle a man and make a perfect fool of him; yet she winds up with that snake's tail, with that peculiar insight
and awareness. She is a psychopomp, and leads you into the understanding of the collective unconscious just by
the way of the fool” (Jung, 1998, p. 175). Thus it was Eve’s actions that brought a transformation of events in
the sacred narrative. Herein, we see how an act of foolishness can sometimes turn out to be a creative journey to
explore the realm of the collective unconscious within, like the journey of the fool in the philosophy of Tarot.
According to Joseph Campbell (1974, p. 58), Eve and the serpent exemplifies the veiling and projecting powers
of Maya while Virgin Mary represents the revealing power thus reversing Eve’s effects. It was through Eve that
the fall occurred but it was through Mother Mary that the restoration of mankind began.
“And I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her seed; it shall bruise thy head,
and thou shalt bruise his heel” (Genesis 3:15). Herein, God punished both the serpent and the woman by
creating enmity between them and their offspring for the generations to come. Serpent as a symbolism of both
instincts and wisdom is something that man always tramples upon unconsciously. Jung refers to the ‘inferior
function’ as that aspect of the psyche which man is not aware of. It is like the “Achilles Heel of even the most
heroic consciousness” (Jung, 1968, para 430). Barbara Hannah (2006, p. 155) explains how the size of a snake’s
head is so tiny as compared to its bulky body consisting largely of nerves and spine symbolizing the lower brain
areas in man with which he periodically loses contact. Hence, the appearance of snake in dreams might redirect
him to his own body and the hitherto unknown aspects of his own psyche, thus wounding man’s ‘heel’ which is
symbolic of his hidden vulnerabilities.
Further, Jung writes in his book ‘Psychology of Kundalini Yoga,’ “Anima is the kundalini…which is
represented in the form of a serpent coiled around the spine that lies sleeping in muladhara, the lowest chakra”
(Jung, 1996, p. 25). Awakening of Kundalini means to become conscious of one’s instinctual nature. After
eating the forbidden fruit, both Adam and Eve hid themselves amongst the trees of the garden. “And
the Lord God called unto Adam, and said unto him, Where art thou?” (Genesis 3:9). Throughout the Hebrew
Bible, the voice of God appears when man commits sin (Genesis 4:10; Galatians 5:19-21). If one is sleeping in
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sin or the banality of life then he is a “victim of impulses, instincts, unconsciousness, of participation mystique”
(Jung, 1996, p. 15). However, if one wishes to transcend it then listening to the voice of God and preparing
oneself for an adventurous journey into the depths is required. Dr. Edward Edinger quotes Rivkah Scharf Kluger
in his book ‘Ego and Archetype’, that “…Satan is the misery of the world which alone drives man inward, into
the ‘other world’” (Edinger, 1992, p. 93).
It was man’s desire to become like the God that cost him his immortality. In the Bible, it is mentioned that,
“...each person is tempted when he is lured and enticed by his own desire; then desire when it has conceived
gives birth to sin, and sin when it is fully grown brings forth death” (James 1:14-15). In the ‘Psychology of
kundalini Yoga’, it is mentioned that, “The Kundalini serpent is also a Devi-Kundalini, a chain of glittering
lights, the ‘world bewilderer.’ By creating confusion she produces the world of consciousness, the veil of Maya.
It is the anima, the Devi-Sakti, which has conceived the world. (This is, of course, a view which corresponds to
male psychology. Seen from the woman’s point of view, the animus devises the world.) Siva emanates Sakti.
Sakti begets Maya. Maya is desire and thereby error: she is the fire of error. The desiring consciousness
confronts the purely contemplative consciousness” (Jung, 1996, p. 74). Therefore, the death or loss of
immortality in the sacred narrative is not only a physical death but a psychical death arising out of one’s desire
or curiosity to explore and assimilate the contents of the unconscious in to the conscious mind thereby
enhancing the frontiers of the conscious psyche.
The Tree of Life according to alchemy is the navel of the world (Axis Mundi). According to Philo, it embodies
all the virtues of man that leads to immortality. However, man is prohibited from partaking in the tree of life.
Divine wisdom as entangled in the corporeal body is hindered with shadows just like the eye contemplating on a
brilliant light (Yonge, 1993, p. 1041). The Tree of Life that offers immortality as represented in mythology and
iconography is always guarded by a serpent, dragon, cherubim or so to say threshold guardians or deities.
Frightening threshold guardians like the Kongorikishi of Japan, Toth and Horus in the Egyptian myths, Hermes
in the Greek mysteries or serpent king in India is a common motif found among Greek, Egyptian, Sumerian,
Norse and Indian mythology and are counterparts to the cherubim and the flaming sword at the gate of the
garden of Eden to protect the tree of life. This tree is a symbol of spiritual enlightenment uniting the pairs of
opposites (heaven and earth). In the Indian Katha Upanishad, this tree is referred to as Brahman the immortal in
which rests the world and such a place is described as “the sharpened edge of a razor, hard to traverse”
(Campbell, 1974, p. 368,). In alchemy, this tree is the opus because it exhibits the “nature of intense inner life
and development that follows its own laws and can reveal the evergreen within the individual” (Ronnberg, 2010,
p. 130). It is no surprise then that this tree is well guarded as it alludes to the challenges of achieving the goal of
“extracting the self from the tangle of unconscious factors” (Ronnberg, 2010, p. 130). While alchemists
considered it as a fulfillment of the work, the reality or nature of the psyche is that such moments of union are
usually always followed by new cycles of “desiccation and growth” indicating individuation as a dynamic
process of separation and integration. In Buddhism, one is urged to pierce through the guarded gate and
discover the ‘Bodhi tree—the tree of waking to omniscience,’ having transcended all pairs of opposites like
Buddha who is beyond desire and fear, duality and non-duality, heavenly and earthly.
Becoming aware of one’s self or coming to consciousness by acknowledging the depths is not an easy task. It is
very challenging and painful. Similarly, creative pursuits require one to look within and nurture the potential
ideas stirring up in the unconscious mind. The new knowledge or discovery will be a step forward to the growth
and expansion of human consciousness in the individual as well as the collective level. Carl Jung ideates it with
creativity and creative minds who try to delve into the inner world and feels their inner turmoil when he says,
“Ask those who have tried to introduce a new idea!” (Jacobi, 1953, p. 30). The tree of life bestows immortality
symbolically means it is that knowledge or awareness within that must have a living quality so as to remain
eternal. It is definitely a challenge to live such a creative life in order to be able to give birth to the old in a new
time to bring forth the fruits of creative knowing of one’s self.
CONCLUSION
Creation myths across the world symbolize the dawn of human consciousness. Similarly, the Biblical creation
myth reveals images of consciousness emerging out of unconscious state of being. Man’s yearning to return to
the paradisal garden reflects his desire to reunite with the source and have an enhanced understanding of one’s
self in its totality. Numbers always have had archetypal meaning and the sacred number seven in the JudaeoChristian tradition is the symbol of completion and manifestation of fullness of the ever growing physical and
psychical realities of life.
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